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Introduction
Most recently the situation in the Russian banking sector has further escalated 
from the one that we were observing 3-6 months ago, where we already warned 
to downplay the effects of the ongoing macro and banking sector deterioration 
(see our Special Note from 19 September “EU/US sanctions: What is in it for do-
mestic banking in Russia?”). Given the structure of the Russian economy it goes 
without saying that the recent RUB devaluation and massive oil price drop added 
to already anticipated downsides. Currently, the Russian banking system is expe-
riencing one of the most serious sustainability issues within the past decade. Even 
though the Russian economy and local financial markets have been exposed to a 
number of stressful situations, the current one differs in a sense that it is jeopard-
ised by harshly escalated political risks, a deep and swift fall in RUB and oil pric-
es that is unlikely to reverse quickly, and rather negative overall expectations with 
respect to the recovery outlook (e.g. we expect the recovery in 2016 and on-
wards to be much shallower than back in 2010, see our Special Note from 9 of 
January “Weighty GDP drop in 2015, CBR more active amidst weak oil prices”). 

Although somewhat relieved by already disbursed or upcoming state support to 
the economy, these trends are expected to roll through 2015 at least, and should 
result in a noticeable decline in banks’ ability to generate revenues, and hence 
being less able to maintain lending at levels comparable to current and previous 
years’ trends. Moreover, the banking system, by definition, is highly exposed to 
negative economic and political sentiment not only through purely economic fac-
tors, but also due to behavioural patterns, induced by risk-minimising strategies 
of banks themselves, their clients and providers of external financing to the Rus-
sian banking sector and economy. This has been already reflected in 2014 on 
the Russian banks’ funding side (money withdrawals by households, deposit “dol-
larization”), an increasing risk awareness revealing on the lending side (lending 
suspension, asset quality deterioration) as well as decreasing foreign funding 
flowing to Russia. All in all, 2015 and 2016 will be very challenging years for 
the Russian banking sector. Moreover, current capitalisation levels are on the low-
er side by historical standards and compared to a lot of CEE and emerging mar-
kets peers. That said we see increasing risks of a capital and credit crunch on the 
Russian market – current external and domestic conditions largely unchanged. 
For challenges on the individual bank level see our corporate coverage on p. 
8-10 (including Sberbank, VTB, Gazprombank and RSHB).
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Perfect storm a blow to near-term and medium-term outlook
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  Weak RUB and low oil price add to pressure on banks, economic recovery likely to be shallower than after 2008/09

  Buffers that helped to preserve a decent growth and profi tability performance in 2014 are increasingly exhausted

  Pressure on funding and asset quality started to materialize, full deterioration to be refl ected in 2015 fi gures

  Increasing risk of a credit and capital crunch – current external and domestic conditions unchanged
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Key risk factors
  Swift RUB devaluation and RUB volatility that is unlikely to re-

verse soon given the outlook for low oil prices in H1 2015, ne-
gative news flow from rating agencies and the Russian economy

  Scarcity of funding from all domestic and international market-
related sources that is unlikely to change soon (given that Western 
sanctions are unlikely to be reversed soon and credibility losses 
will stay as well), may require substantial funding and capital sup-
port from the state

  Allowed changes to accounting provisions may contribute to in-
creasing market uncertainty going forward (banks are allowed to 
re-evaluate obligations in calculation of statutory ratios at previous 
FX rates, a measure that is a standard tool in crisis time to arrest 
negative feed-back loops between market overshooting, fire sa-
les and banking); according to our estimates FX-denominated as-
sets of Russian banks amount to some USD 300 bn and hence the 
RUB depreciation seen in December could result in an increase of 
risk weights and pressure on capitalisation (while some banks may 
not meet minimum requirement levels); moreover, banks are allo-
wed to apply eased credit risk requirements in case of emergency

  Quick deterioration of asset quality, which is weighing on pro-
fits and capitalisation, current capitalisation ratios are fairly low 
by historical standards and compared to peers

  Swift RUB devaluation caused dysfunctional RUB markets,  
jumpy official and market rates leave no viable benchmark money 
pricing, and hence both banks’ funding and lending interest rates 
have to pass through a period of re-adjustment

  Overall macroeconomic recovery expected later in 2015/16 is 
likely to be weaker than in 2008/09

Key factors of support
  State support for the banking sector and systemic enterprises is 

available, although the scale of it remains unclear and overall vol-
umes provided to the banking sector and real economy are likely 
to be lower than in 2008/09

  Allowed changes to accounting provisions (e.g. regarding FX 
rates and credit risk requirements) may limit near-term adjustment 
pressure

  Banks have already obtained experience in crisis management, 
at least stemming from 2008/09 crisis; lending expansion in re-
cent years was less risk-based (compared to the period of time 
from 2004-2007/08)

  Substantial cost reduction potential exists in Russian banking 
sector via restructuring, cost-cutting etc., which can offer some sup-
port for profitability

  “First wave” of panic behaviour (usually the most dangerous 
one) could be already behind us (December 2014); moreover, the 
system credibility was maintained as there were no bank failures 
during that period of time (predominantly on state support)

  Peak of crisis-induced deposit withdrawals and “dollarization” 
should be mostly passed by given the increasing and coordinated 
crisis management to fend of pressure on RUB markets

Focus on: Risks and factors of support for Russian banking market

Loan dynamics

Overall loan growth rates have not been under tangible pressure up to now. In 
fact total loan growth rates in Q4 2014 had been more or less at the levels seen 
at the beginning of the year in LCY terms (around 17-20% yoy). That said total 
loan growth is yet much more stable than in the downfall environment seen in 
2009. Back then total loan growth rates decreased from around 37% in January 
2009 to -2.5 in December 2009 (with a drop from 34% yoy in household lend-
ing to -11% yoy and 38% yoy to zero in corporate lending respectively). Howev-
er, loan growth trends do differ a lot across business segments. Household loan 
growth has been on a continuous decline throughout 2014, a trend that has al-
ready started in 2012. At present the corporate segment is even growing fast-
er than retail lending, a situation that is totally different compared to the situa-
tion that was characterising the banking sector over the last few years. That said 
the secular decline in household lending over the last 24 months or so cannot 
be per se considered as crisis induced. The current decent loan growth rates in 
the corporate segment are supported by compensation effects for foregone ex-
ternal funding in the corporate sector as well as the strategy of some corporate 
to draw extended facilities to the extent possible. That said we would expect cor-
porate loan growth to soften throughout 2015, a trend that should clearly con-
tribute to a softening of loan growth in 2015 (around 70% of loan books are in 
corporate lending). Therefore, total loan growth is likely to come down to 10% 
or even below that in 2015, which means that there will be no loan growth in 
real terms given current elevated inflation rates. Therefore, the banking sector is 
unlikely to offer much support to the ailing real economy in 2015. This assump-
tion is also backed by a fairly low capitalisation (around 12.2%) at present com-
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pared to the long-term historical average on the Russian market and compared 
to emerging market peers.

The modest setback seen up to now in Russian banking sector growth fits to the 
overall picture of a more modest setback, also in the real economy, compared to 
the situation back in 2008/09. However, it has to be stressed that the recovery 
prospects seems to be also weaker nowadays. This holds true from a macroeco-
nomic and banking sector perspective. This assumption is backed by several fac-
tors. Firstly, the overall medium-term oil price picture looks less supportive now-
adays compared to the period of time from 2008-2010. Secondly, Russia de-
signed one of the largest fiscal and banking sector packages in 2008/09 to sup-
port the economy and banking sector. Such a support seems not feasible at pre-
sent. Thirdly, the RUB devaluation seen in 2014 was sharper than in 2008/09 
and we do not expect a very quick reversal here according to our baseline as-
sumptions. Nevertheless, we want to stress that we do not see the RUB weaken-
ing as a near-term systemic issue for the banking sector given the aversion of 
the banks to issue loans in FCY, particularly to households. The data show that 
the proportion of FX-denominated loans in total banks’ retail loan portfolios has 
slumped from around 14% in early 2009 to only 2.5% as of year-end 2014. 
Within the corporate segment, the share of FCY-denominated loans is more sta-
ble, and has decreased only modestly from a level of 30% in the beginning of 
2009 to 25% as of September 2014. It even has surged to above 27% by No-
vember 2014 (the latest data point that we have here), pointing to perhaps to a 
state-encouraged increase of corporate loans over the past months of the year, 
especially in external funding substitution to systemically important enterprises. 
However, the FCY lending in the corporate segment traditionally bears much less 
risks than FCY lending in retail. Hence, we do not expect knock-on effects on the 
banking sector from FCY loans portfolios like we have seen in other CEE markets 
in the past (e.g. Hungary, Ukraine). 

Funding issues and deposit dynamics

Three major points are to be tackled with respect to funding patterns on the Rus-
sian banking markets: customer funds dynamics, funding and liquidity support 
from the state, and own revenue generation capacity by Russian banks. State 
support in terms of CBR funding and liquidity injections had been vital for the 
banking system back in 2008/09. In the current situation it is of the prime im-
portance too, especially at the moment of swift RUB depreciation, high RUB vol-
atility and dysfunctional local markets, like in Q4 2014. On the positive side, 
the support has arrived and likely will stay, although it remains unclear to which 
extent it will be required to keep the system afloat. The Russian banking system 
has already been too accustomed to liquidity and funding provided by the regu-
lator (stemming from 2008/09 crisis), and this dependency has already put the 
system into something like “CBR-support trap”. Once introduced back 7-8 years 
ago, the funding pumped by the CBR has stayed in the system more or less, and 
any withdrawal seemed unfeasible without notable deterioration of the bank-
ing (and market) liquidity situation. Since 2007, when the Central Bank first ap-
peared as the largest lender at the market, its funds’ share on the Russian banks’ 
balance sheet stayed within the range of 6% on average (with the minimum 
reached at the end of 2010 when it has shrunk to 1% or so). By end-November 
2014 the funding from the CBR reached about 10% of the banks’ total balance 
sheet, and we are likely to see this share higher (the peak back at end-2008 
was 12% of the total Russian banking balance sheet). In this context is has to be 
stressed that the transition to a more market based monetary policy in terms of li-
quidity provision to the banking sector and the exchange rate went hand in hand 
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with a significant deterioration of the overall market situation in recent years. Go-
ing forward the major aspect here will be how the CBR can balance the goal of 
preserving financial stability, without compromising too much in terms of collater-
al standards for monetary policy operations.  

As for the own revenue generating capacity, the anticipated decline in lending 
coupled with increasing provisioning costs due to the likely asset quality dete-
rioration, are the major burden for retained earnings. We will further analyse 
NPL dynamics below, but the experience from recent crisis years shows that 
NPLs reached levels of 8-10% of total loans (IFRS-based) in the individual banks 
(the CBR-reported, RAS-based system-wide NPL figure was capped by 7% then). 
Moreover, given past experience and according to market and rating agencies 
estimates, the cumulative gross problematic assets, which include restructured 
loans and repossessed collateral under the rating agencies’ definition, could ex-
ceed 30% of total loans.1 We think that this time it would be reasonable to antici-
pate similar asset quality trends. A similar trend has started revealing somewhat, 
with the total own funds share in Russian banking sector funding (reported by 
CBR by Russian accounting standards, comprising mostly retained earnings and 
capital) declined to 10% in November 2014, down from 14% year-end 2013.

On the deposit side the downside pressure had been somewhat stronger than on 
the loan/asset side in recent months. The deposit downtrend even looked more 
similar to the developments seen in 2009 – at least on a temporary basis in H2 
2014 (in particular during the period of swift RUB devaluation, RUB volatility and 
strongly increasing inflation). Retail deposits have seen substantial pressure in H2 
2014 in particular, compared to corporate deposits. Most recently there seems 
to be some stabilisation in overall deposits, mostly driven by corporate deposits. 
The latter developments seem to be a reflection of cautious investment strategies 
in the corporate sector as well as pre-cautionary savings (e.g. against external 
repayments or a situation where the government may offer less support to strate-
gic enterprises). As we think that the worst time of market panic could be behind 
us and corporate depositing is likely to stay with us for some time we do not ex-
pect additional significant downside pressure on the deposit base in case Rus-
sian authorities are successful in RUB stabilisation. Nevertheless, we may still see 
some pressure on household deposits given still remaining inflationary pressure 
and the need to draw from pre-cautionary savings. 

Both in corporate and retail sector, the FCY-denominated deposits saw U-shaped 
dynamics, growing in their shares of total customer funds to levels observed at 
the edge of the deterioration in 2008/09. For retail deposits, the FCY-denom-
inated share in total deposits reached 24% by December 2014, from lows at 
about 18% within the course of 2011. The dollarization of retail deposits went 
on the back of their general slump of them in the banks, with their rate of nomi-
nal growth in RUB terms (LCY and FCY taken together) lowering from 22% yoy in 
the beginning of the year to 9-10% yoy in December 2014. Given the substantial 
RUB devaluation in Q4 2014 this means that the “clean” nominal deposit growth 
rate (if expressed in RUB) should be around zero. On the corporate deposit side, 
the FCY deposits peaked at 42% of total corporate funds in November 2014, 
from their lowest level of 27% in spring of 2012. At the same time, the nominal 
growth of corporate deposits in RUB terms has accelerated by end-2014 (from 
18% yoy in the beginning of the year to 30% yoy in November 2014), which is 
explained by a surging FCY-denominated component (we assume that the loan 
“extras” that large Russian corporates managed to get from the state as external 
funding substitution, were largely put on deposits as rainy-day reserves, and thus 

1  S&P, “Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment: Russia”, September 24, 2009.
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influenced the stated corporate deposit trends). Moreover, data show that the cor-
porate savings behaviour over the past months of 2014 was greatly devoted to 
savings in FX. The share of corporate current account as percentage of banks’ 
funding sources has deteriorated by some 2-3% over the past months of the year, 
while all possible surplus corporate funds went to deposits (the total share of cor-
porate funding in the banks remained approximately constant at 30%).

Given the sketched deposit developments, it comes as no surprise that the loan-
to-deposit ratio has seen a moderate uptrend in H2 2014 although the overall ra-
tio is still remaining a tad below 100%. However, we would remain cautious in 
terms of the interpretation of this ratio. The overall market ratio is definitely not 
representative for a lot of larger players on the Russian market that are all charac-
terised by loan-to-deposit ratios well above 100%. Therefore, it comes as no sur-
prise that the overall dependency of the Russian banking sector on CBR funding 
has increased substantially throughout 2014. In fact, as mentioned, the depend-
ency on CBR funding is already close to the peak level seen in the 2008/2009 
deterioration. Moreover, the Russian banking market is increasingly locked into 
itself. The market share of Western (European) banks on the interbank market has 
constantly decreased throughout 2014, to around 33% according to latest da-
ta (down from peak levels at around 45-55% in recent years). Logically the mar-
ket share of Russian lenders and offshore accounts on the Russian market has in-
creased to 50% (Russian lenders only) or 64% respectively (Russian lenders plus 
offshore accounts) up from levels from around 27-29% in 2008/2009 for Rus-
sian lenders and 40-50% for Russian lenders including offshore-accounts.

Profi tability, asset quality and NPL outlook

Up to now profitability in Russian banking has held up fairly well. Throughout 
2014 the RoE has dropped by some 1.5 percentage points, down from around 
14% in Q1 2014 to around 12.4% in Q4 2014; the RoA has dropped from lev-
els around 1.8% to 1.4% during the same period of time. That said an extreme 
downfall in profitability has been avoided up to now (e.g. back in 2008/2009 
we have seen quarterly RoE swings by 5-7 percentage points). Up to now profit-

Focus on: Cross-border claims of European banks on Russia

Cross-border claims of Western European banks on Russia had been already underper-
forming broader European and global trends over the last few quarters and in H1 2014 
in particular. We expect this trend to continue in H2 2014 and well into 2015 (latest data 
available for global cross-border banking claims are as of June 2014). Up to a certain 
extent this trend is definitely a reflection of a much more cautious risk assessment regard-
ing cross-border exposures towards Russia. Given the developments in H2 2014, we think 
that the risk assessment towards Russian cross-border exposures has even intensified (e.g. 
due to the pricing in of capital control risks on CDS markets, the swift and hefty RUB de-
valuation in Q4 2014, a decreasing availability of risk insurance in trade financing etc.). 
That said it has to be stressed that the decline in cross-border exposures also reflects a lot 
of other aspects that are not per see linked to pure country-risk aspects. For instance, ex-
ternal trade volumes with Russia have dropped substantially in 2014 and this tendency is 
unlikely to reverse soon. Given the experience in other periods of market stress and the 
pricing in of extreme country risk assumptions (like the pricing in of euro break-up risks 
at the peak of the euro area crisis) we would expect that total cross-border exposures of 
Western European banks towards Russia may decline by some 40% (taking into account 
the already realized cuts of some 15% over the last few quarters and additional reduc-
tions in H2 2014 and possibly early 2015). The decline in cross-border exposures of West-
ern European banks towards Russia definitely adds to funding challenges on Russian mar-
kets where Western European banks had been among the traditional providers of financ-
ing and liquidity.

Financial analyst: Gunter Deuber
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ability indicators are largely reflecting our long-held view that there are substan-
tial buffers available in the Russian banking sector on aggregate and that the ex-
pansion seen since 2010 was less aggressive and risk-based than in the run-up 
to the 2008/2009 downfall. Hence, asset quality deterioration has been also 
modest up to now. That said we would remain sufficiently cautious on the earn-
ings outlook for the next 12-18 months. Most of the macro and banking sector de-
terioration seen in H2 2014 is likely to be fully reflected in H1 2015 or full-year 
2015 figures. This holds especially true as the effects of asset quality deteriora-
tion will only materialise in 2015. Moreover, the changes to accounting stand-
ards announced by the CBR in December will only buy time to manage potential 
losses from market valuations resulting from the substantial RUB devaluation (that 
is unlikely to be reversed substantially soon). Currently, we would expect the NPL 
ratio to reach at least a level of 8-10% over the next 6-12 months, while addition-
al upside pressure on the NPL ratio cannot be ruled out later on, largely a func-
tion of the oil and GDP recovery. That said the outlook for a shallower recovery 
in the real economy and banking sector compared to 2008/09 is adding to me-
dium-term profitability and asset quality challenges beyond the 12 months hori-
zon. This holds especially true for foreign-owned banks given the substantial RUB 
devaluation that is unlikely to totally reverse soon. Moreover, increased costs of 
funding are also burdening the banking sector. This trend is largely a reflection 
of the secular shift towards more costly domestic funding (not only CBR funding).
The turn to more costly domestic funding is clearly supported by trends in inter-
bank lending on the Russian interbank market as well as decreasing (cheaper) 
cross-border financing. Another complication, internally, is that the money pric-
ing equilibrium appeared to be broken following the harsh exchange rate deval-
uation in December 2014. The jumps of official and market rates have left no vi-
able benchmark money pricing for the banks for the time being; and hence both 
banks’ funding and lending interest rates have to pass through a period of re-ad-
justing. Moreover, the current level of elevated short-term interest rates is unlikely 
to improve substantially in 2015. The CBR may bring back the key rate to levels 
around 12-15% in H2 2015 in case of somewhat supporting external conditions, 
decreasing inflation and a more sustained stabilisation of RUB markets. Howev-
er, we want to stress that there are still buffers available to boost profitability in 
the Russian banking sector in terms of cost efficiency, an aspect that was of less 
relevance in the recent boom phase.

Changes in market structures

Throughout 2014 state-owned and state-near players have seen an increase in 
their market shares, a trend that we would expect to continue in 2015. Neverthe-
less, we want to reiterate that we expect Russian authorities to offer liquidity sup-
port (and potentially additional support) to all systemic players. At least through-
out 2015 we see an untarnished willingness and ability to do so. Moreover, all 
market players with a sufficiently viable business model should have sufficient as-
sets/loans that would be CBR eligible in light of the changes to standards to CBR 
eligibility seen over the last few weeks. Moreover, we think this time the political 
rationale to support systemic banks is even stronger than back in 2008/09. Nev-
ertheless, that does not rule out that we may see additional troubles at individ-
ual institutions, while there could be also closures of smaller banks. Overall the 
Russian banking market still looks overcrowded in terms of number of banks op-
erating on the market. Moreover, we think that this time Russian authorities have 
to be more cautious in their support strategies compared to the situation back in 
2008/ 09, where there was no de facto closure of international markets for Rus-
sia-related transactions.

Financial analysts: Gunter Deuber, Elena Romanova
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Source: CBR, own calculations, RBI/Raiffeisen RESEARCH
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Focus on: Uninspiring prospects – compared to previous expectations (2012 
vs. 2015 assumptions)

The current challenging macroeconomic situation and the subdued medium-term out-
look are increasingly a burden for the earnings and growth prospects in the Russian 
banking sector. The earnings outlook is especially clouded for Western foreign-owned 
banks given the substantial RUB depreciation that is unlikely to be reversed soon; alt-
hough some RUB recovery might be in the pipeline later in 2015 or 2016. From a me-
dium-term perspective and based on Purchasing Power Parity considerations we would 
expect EUR/RUB at around 80-100 by the end of this decade. Depending on business 
models, asset structures and hedging strategies the massive RUB devaluation itself may 
cut the near and medium-term revenue stream for foreign-owned banks in Russia subs-
tantially compared to previous expectations. On top of the currency effects asset qua-
lity deterioration will be a burden for the next 12-18 months as well. Moreover, a quick 
rebound (like seen after the 2009 downfall) seems very unlikely on the banking market 
and for the whole economy. 
Beyond the short-term perspective the long-term effects of the recent massive RUB de-
preciation as well as the subdued macro-outlook are substantial as well. With regards 
to the medium-term banking sector outlook there are several negative factors at play at 
present and most likely also in the years to come. Firstly, income levels of the population 
and investments are likely to stagnate for a longer period of time. Hence growth oppor-
tunities in banking in terms of net new lending will be limited, which implies that Russia 
is unlikely to experience a meaningful financial deepening over the next few years. Gi-
ven our current macro projections we would expect the Russian loan-to-GDP ratio to ho-
ver around a level of 50% in the next few years. Some three years ago we still expec-
ted a decent financial deepening in Russia resulting in a loan-to-GDP ratio close to 70% 
by the end of this decade. Or in other words: Banking sector growth is unlikely to out-
pace GDP growth on a sustained basis going forward. In nominal terms we would now 
expect the total loan stock in Russia to reach some RUB 60 trn in 2020, compared to 
our previous belief in some RUB 80 trn in 2020 (i.e. the 2020 loan stock will be 30% 
lower than anticipated previously). In EUR-terms the effects will be even stronger. In no-
minal terms we would now expect total loans on the Russian market to reach some EUR 
670 bn in 2020, compared to our expectations for a loan stock at around EUR 2.000 
bn in 2020 (i.e. in EUR-terms the 2020 loan stock could be 70% lower than anticipa-
ted previously). Secondly, the refinancing side and capitalisation are increasingly beco-
ming a constraint for further banking sector expansion. The loan-to-deposit ratio has in-
creased substantially over the last few months. Pressure on capitalisation is likely to in-
tensify in 2015, while overall capitalization levels are way below their 2008/2009 le-
vels. Moreover, the full effects of the most recent deterioration in H2 2014 will be only 
reflected in the H1 2015 or full-year 2015 results. However, as the recovery prospects 
and medium-term growth outlook for the whole economy and banking sector are much 
weaker than back in 2009, asset quality and capitalisation issues cannot be easily com-
pensated by new business. 

Given the overall outlook sketched previously and experience with similar scenarios in 
other CEE banking markets the profitability in the Russian banking sector is likely to re-
main in a range of 40-60% of pre-crisis levels. Or in other words: The Russian bank-
ing sector RoE and RoA are likely to oscillate around 8-12% and 1.2-1.4% respectively. 
Hence the banking sector RoE may stay below refinancing costs and government bond 
yields for a certain period of time, which is usually a challenging situation for banking 
business. With regards to foreign-owned banks it has to be stressed that the bleak mac-
roeconomic and banking sector earnings outlook may also impact the balance sheet 
valuation of Russian subsidiaries of foreign economic actors going forward. The risk-re-
ward calculation in terms of profitability on the Russian market is also changing substan-
tially for Western European banks given the increased country risk costs, increasing cost 
of capital as well as additional capital buffers required for Russian exposures by home 
country regulators. This holds true despite the fact that some foreign-owned banks were 
constantly able to outpace the market RoE over the last few years. 

Financial analyst: Gunter Deuber
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Credit assessment of the major Russian banks

Apart from Ukrainian conflict, the Russian banking system was forced to cope 
with lower private consumption, tighter credit conditions and rising non-perform-
ing loans as a result of declining economic growth. However, the impact of the 
imposed sanctions and the miserable investment climate, as well as the current 
operating environment, present huge challenges for Russian banks and are put-
ting both their balance sheets and business models to the test. 
In addition to the medium-term risks for Russian banks, which include asset quali-
ty and scarcity of capital, the lasting problem of high single-borrower concentra-
tions and related-party exposures might now escalate the situation even further. 
The imposed interest rate hikes are pressuring margins of the entire sector and 
the repricing of funding costs are about to impair the business models of many 
banks (consumer lenders!). 

We remain cautious on private-owned banks since support is potentially much 
lower and those banks are in general more vulnerable to shocks and have less-
er access to liquidity. Amongst non-state-owned banks, Alfa Bank is best posi-
tioned to withstand the challenges ahead in our view but has the same tight cap-
ital buffers just like the rest of the sector. With regards to state-owned banks, we 
are maintaining our overweight on Sberbank’s senior and subordinated debt as 
it has the best credit quality in the country and is more likely to maintain its invest-
ment grade rating. In the medium-term we expect the Basel III debt of the major 
Russian banks to remain at their distressed levels and investors will continue to 
demand double-digit yields from this type of security and risk. 

Asset quality and Ukrainian exposure

Sberbank did not provide many details regarding its exposure to Ukraine as it 
announced its Q3 2014 figures. However, the direct exposure of Sberbank and 
VTB to their Ukrainian subsidiaries totalled RUB 80 bn and RUB 62 bn, respec-
tively, which translates into about 4% of the group’s equity for Sberbank and 7% 
of equity for VTB. In terms of equity, Vnesheconombank has the highest expo-
sure on Ukraine via its subsidiary Prominvestbank, which accounted for a rath-
er significant 20% of equity. Among the top five financial institutions in Russia, 
Gazprombank and Russian Agricultural Bank are the least exposed to Ukrainian 
risk as they have no subsidiaries in Ukraine and are therefore not directly lend-
ing locally. We expect the Ukrainian exposure to have a significant impact on 
VTB’s P&L, which already revised its earnings forecasts and we expect VTB to 
post a loss in Q4 due to escalated provisioning charges. As of Q3 2014, Cost 
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of Risk (CoR) already reached 3.0% at VTB (2.3% at Sber-
bank), the highest level since Q4 2009. The effects on asset 
quality also started to become visible with VTB’s NPL ratio 
increasing to 6.0% and Sberbank’s NPL ratio rising to 3.5% 
as of 9M 2014. 

Funding, refi nancing and liquidity

The funding situation remains tight. Customer deposits rep-
resent the major source of funding for Russian banks (57% 
of the sector’s liabilities). As deposit growth started to slow, 
the banking system’s reliance on funding from the Central 
Bank of Russia (CBR) increased over the last two years. The 
share of CBR funding increased especially among the fun-
damentally weaker state-owned banks, whereas Sberbank’s 
reliance is successively declining. Still, loan-to-deposit ratios 
of Sberbank as well as VTB have weakened to 114% and 
141% at 9M 2014 (9M 2013: 105% and 133%), respectively and this trend is 
expected to continue. The CBR became a major source of funding in FX in addi-
tion to the foreign currency swap facility introduced on 17 September. Moreo-
ver, it announced that it is ready to further increase its FX repos from the current 
USD 50 bn. 

Liquidity remained sufficient for the major banks reported sufficient liquidity buff-
ers to cope with the USD 18 bn of Eurobonds in the financial sector coming due 
in 2015. Sberbank is again facing much lower liquidity risk and its profitability 
is likely to remain stronger than the rest of the banking sector. As liquidity has be-
come much more expensive and funding costs have risen the sector will continue 
to feel the pressure on its margins. When comparing the two major banks, VTB is 
more vulnerable to rising funding costs due to its higher loan-to-deposit ratio and 
higher share of short-term liabilities. 

Shortage of capital and fi rst bailouts 

As a result of aforementioned factors and in combination with the massive RUB 
devaluation, some Russian banks have already found themselves to be technical-
ly insolvent at the end of December 2014. In response, CBR swiftly imposed a 
“temporary moratorium” in order to limit the impact of revaluation of assets and 
liabilities in FX. Still, on 26 December one of the biggest bailouts since the rescue 
of Bank of Moscow (2011) occurred and the CBR has chosen Bank Otkritie as an 
investor in charge of the financial rehabilitation of TRUST Bank, which has been 
experiencing financial difficulties due to deposit outflows, as well as increased 
credit costs from retail lending. The Russian authorities have provided a 10-year 
RUB 99 bn loan via the Deposit Insurance Agency (DIA) to TRUST Bank and an-
other RUB 28 bn over six years to Otkritie Bank. S&P affirmed Otkritie’s BB- rat-
ing but revised the outlook to negative reflecting the view that this new acquisi-
tion will be fairly challenging and pressure Otkritie’s credit profile. 

The most signifi cant actions of the CBR and Russian authorities
  The Russian authorities have indicated that RUB 400 bn from the National 

Wealth Fund can be distributed among Russian major banks in the form of 
subordinated loans. 

  Furthermore, the government has also announced its plan to recapitalize the 
banking sector with a capital boost of up to RUB 1 trillion Russia’s lower 
house of parliament hastily approved the draft law and banks are expected 
to receive injections in early 2015.
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  Additionally, the CBR allows banks to use the FX rate of previous quarter (Q3 
2014) to value their assets in FX and banks also don’t have to recognize 
mark-to-market securities losses. 

  In order not to immediately impair their business models, banks involved in 
consumer lending are temporary allowed to charge rates above the stipula-
ted limit for consumer loans.

  Counterparties that are affected by sanctions may not increase their loan loss 
provisions against claims that were impaired.

  The of minimum insured deposit amount has been doubled to RUB 1.4 mn 
(USD 23 thd). 

Still, in our opinion these measures are not sustainable and the capital problem 
that Russian banks are now facing is obviously bigger than back in 2008/09. 
While the downturn has just started, only a stabilization of the RUB/USD ex-
change rate at current levels would actually be enough for many banks (e.g., 
VTB, Gazprombank) to breach the minimum capital requirements. 
In December 2014, around 31% of VTB’s interest-earning assets were denomi-
nated in foreign currencies and the bank published a CAR of 10.24%. Assum-
ing that the bank’s equity remains flat, the FX effect should be proportional to the 
“mathematical FX-driven” increase in assets and at the current exchange rate, 

CAR would drop to 9.5% at VTB and 9.7% at Gazprom-
bank (with a minimum requirement of 10%).

The Russian government has already reacted to this threat 
and has bought RUB 40 bn of Gazprombank’s preferred 
shares and VTB, which was operating just slightly above the 
minimum capital requirement, also received RUB 100 bn 
from the National Wealth Fund. However, further potential 
losses may continue to erode the already tight capital buffers 
of Russian banks and we think that this trend will not reverse 
until the economic slump materially improves. Nevertheless, 
the CBR has proven its readiness to prevent a breakdown of 
its banking sector and we take comfort in this strong signal 
– at least with respect to the systemically important banks. 

Financial analyst: Michael Ballauf  
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Risk notifi cations and explanations

Warnings

  Figures on performance refer to the past. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of the future results and development of a finan-
cial instrument, a financial index or a securities service. This is particularly true in cases when the financial instrument, financial index 
or securities service has been offered for less than 12 months. In particular, this very short comparison period is not a reliable indica-
tor for future results.

  Performance is reduced by commissions, fees and other charges, which depend on the individual circumstances of the investor.

  The return on an investment can rise or fall due to exchange rate fluctuations.

  Forecasts of future performance are based purely on estimates and assumptions. Actual future performance may deviate from the fore-
cast. Consequently, forecasts are not a reliable indicator for the future results and development of a financial instrument, a financial in-
dex or a securities service

A description of the concepts and methods which are used in the preparation of financial analyses can be found at:
www.raiffeisenresearch.at/conceptsandmethods

Detailed information on sensitivity analyses (procedure for checking the stability of potential assumptions made in the context of financial 
analysis) can be found at: www.raiffeisenresearch.at/sensitivityanalysis 

The distribution of all recommendations relating to the calendar quarter prior to the publications date, and distribution of recommenda-
tions, in the context of which investmentbanking services within the meaning of § 48f (6) Z 6 Stock Exchange Act (BörseG) have been pro-
vided in the last 12 months, is available under: 

www.raiffeisenresearch.at/distributionofrecommendations 

Disclosure of circumstances and interests which may jeopardise the objectivity of RBI (as per Sec 48f [5] and [6] of the Stock Exchange 
Act): www.raiffeisenresearch.at/disclosuresobjectivity 
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